Adlayer morphologies and free energy landscapes of clusters of bis-fullerenes on model gold surfaces.
There have been a few experimental reports of self-assembled adlayers of bis-fullerene molecules on solid substrates. Most of these studies suggest the adsorbate molecules are lying down on the surface, with the fullerene moieties almost close packed. However, very little theoretical work has been carried out on such systems, and little is known about the roles played by different parts of the potential energy in driving the self-assembly. We carry out a Temperature Replica Exchange Monte Carlo study here of two representative bis-fullerene molecules on a metal substrate. We use a coarse-grained model potential energy function, in which certain parameters can be varied within the range of their experimental uncertainty. The molecules investigated consist of two fullerene moieties bonded by a rigid bridging group. In particular, the effect of the strength of the fullerene interaction E(FG) with the substrate (nominally Au(111)) has been investigated in detail. To ensure efficient sampling of the rugged potential energy surfaces encountered in the simulations, we utilize replica exchange techniques. These enable us to construct free energy landscapes for the system. We find that for relatively low values of E(FG) the molecules form standing-up adlayers. By contrast, for higher values of E(FG), lying-down adlayers dominate. For one molecule, two different crystalline adlayer morphologies have been identified. The detailed structure of the lying-down layer is a function of the temperature and of the group used to bridge the fullerene moieties.